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1. Introduction

Digital technologies such as mobile devices or social media funda-
mentally change omni-channel business [1,2]. For instance, today's cus-
tomers have access to comparison portals and reviews from online
communities, and they seek information in traditional, online, and mo-
bile channels simultaneously [3,4]. In the digital age, customers want to
decide on their own how to interact with organizations during their
customer journeys (CJs) [5,6]. Further, new channels and an increasing
number of channels affect customers' channel preferences [7]. In the
banking industry, for example, 20% of customers use digital channels
for information seeking and purchases, whereas 58% usemobile devices
for service requests [8]. Thus, a key challenge of omni-channel manage-
ment (OCM) is the management of customer behavior across channels
by implementing an appropriate omni-channel strategy (OCS) [9].

The academic literature on OCM is mature and encompasses de-
scriptive as well as prescriptive work. Researchers studied topics such
as cross-channel customer behavior, channel adoption, channel choice,
and channel usage as well as the effects on organizational performance.
To name a few examples, insights include the effects of online and
offline channels [10–12], the duration of channel adoption [13],
Röglinger).
customers' information search and purchase behavior [14,15], and the
willingness to pay for various channels [16]. Beyond these descriptive
studies, very few prescriptive works offer actionable strategies and de-
cision support. For example, attribute models such as “last-click wins”
help allocate budgets to channels [17] or Markov-chain-based models
assist in determining the impact of digital channels to CJs [18]. In addi-
tion, Hosseini, Oberländer, Röglinger, and Wolf [19] offer a decision
model that requires CJs to follow sequential and organization-defined
purchase decision processes (PDPs). Finally, Thomas and Sullivan [20]
recommend strategies for targeting and communicating with cus-
tomers in line with their channel preferences.

In sum,most OCM-related studies consider single facets in detail, but
neglect the big picture. Further, there is mature descriptive knowledge,
but hardly any prescriptive study that guides organizations in determin-
ing an appropriate OCS. Extant work rarely considers online and offline
channels in an integrated manner, a simplification disregarding a
constitutive feature of omni-channel environments [21]. Further, the
circumstance that CJs are required to follow sequential and organiza-
tion-defined PDPs neglects emerging customer channel preferences
that become manifest in non-sequential CJs. In fact, customers' willing-
ness to comply with organization-defined PDPs has substantially
dropped in omni-channel environments [6,22]. Against this background,
we investigate the following research question: How can organizations
determine which channels they should offer for various PDP steps when
considering non-sequential CJs in an omni-channel environment?
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To address this research question, we propose an economic decision
model that assists organizations in the valuation and selection of an ap-
propriate OCS. The decision model caters for non-sequential CJs that
cover pre-sales, purchase, and post-sales PDP steps as well as omni-
channel environments with online and offline channels. To do so, the
decisionmodel builds onMarkov chains for modelling CJs and the prin-
ciples value-based management (VBM), which is rooted in investment
theory and an accepted paradigm of corporate decision-making, for
modelling the value contribution of OCSs. Accordingly, the decision
model recommends choosing the OCS with the highest contribution to
an organization's long-term firm value. When specifying the decision
model, we followed established guidelines of normative analytical
modelling [23,24].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 intro-
duces relevant theoretical background on OCM, CJs, Markov chains, and
customers' channel preferences to set the scene for the decision model
presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we apply the decision model to
real-world data from a German bank.We conclude in Section 5 by sum-
marizing key results and outlining limitations togetherwith avenues for
future research.

2. Theoretical background

The availability of ever more channels and customers' emancipation
fromorganization-defined PDPs implies substantial challenges forman-
aging the interaction between customers and organizations [10,25].
This developmentmakes organizations rethink their channel strategies,
i.e. how they interactwith their customers in linewith customers' chan-
nel preferences and which channels support the steps of the PDP for in-
dividual product and service offerings and/or customer segments
including pre-sales, purchase, and after-sales activities [1]. Common
PDP steps are information search, evaluation of product options, pur-
chase decision, and post-purchase support [26]. Channels are an
organization's media for interacting with customers [27,28]. They can
be split into online (e.g. websites or mobile apps), offline (e.g. agencies
or stores), and traditional direct-marketing channels (e.g. catalogs or
magazine advertisements) [29]. Channel strategies can be formalized
asmatriceswith a PDP and a channel dimension, indicatingwhich chan-
nels supports which PDP steps [18,19]. Thereby, channel strategies de-
fine the boundary conditions for CJs as organizations and customers
can only interact via open channels. In case of an inappropriate channel
strategy, which means that open and closed channels are misaligned
with customers' channel preferences, organizations run the risk of not
tapping the potential of customer relationships as customers buy less,
churn, or spread negative word of mouth [15,30].

Against this backdrop, multi-channel management (MCM) has
evolved into an established discipline for managing an organization's
interactions with customers via multiple channels. In theMCM context,
however, channels are typically treated as independent silos and opti-
mized separately [6]. With each channel pursuing individual goals, or-
ganizations do not tap the economic potential of customer
relationships by design [9,31]. Coping with the drawbacks of MCM,
OCM focuses on customers' channel preferences and channel depen-
dencies [6]. Verhoef et al. [29] define OCM as “the synergetic manage-
ment of the numerous available channels […] in such a way that the
customer experience across channels and the performance over chan-
nels is optimized” (p.176). Thus, OCM reflects an integrated design
and management of multiple channels [32–34]. This feature is vital as
customers are changing the way they collect and evaluate information,
how they make decisions, and how they interact with organizations in
the digital age [5,35].

CJs capture the interactions between customers and an organization
along the PDP from a customer perspective for a distinct product or ser-
vice offering and/or customer segment [17,36]. As mentioned, channel
strategies define the boundary conditions for CJs. CJs are an important
concept of OCM as, on an aggregated level, they provide insights into
customers' current and future channel usage [37]. As customers conduct
different PDP steps via different channels to achieve a specific goal such
as the purchase of a product or use of a service, CJs reflect customers'
channel preferences [38]. The number of channels, their characteristics,
and customers' channels preferences increases the complexity of
today's CJs [39]. For instance, customersmay prefer the personal service
at physical stores and the broad product range of online stores. Al-
though PDPs are typically modelled as a sequence of pre-sales, sales,
and post-sales activities, CJs also must reflect non-sequential behavior.
That is, customers move forward and backward the PDP or temporarily
leave the PDP instead of following an organization-defined sequence of
PDP steps [1,22,40].

For decision-making purposes, CJsmust be capturedmathematically
[36]. In the literature, Markov chains have evolved into an established
tool for modelling, analyzing, and optimizing customer relationships
and CJs [18,41,42]. Markov chains are defined by states and a matrix
that contains transition probabilities among states. Major advantages
of Markov chains are their well-developed mathematical foundation,
which is rooted in stochastic processes and probability theory, as well
as their flexibility that enables them to deal with customer migration
or retention over time [42]. The mathematical foundation of Markov
chains also enables accounting for dependencies among states,
predicting future customer behavior, and estimating expected values
of relevant characteristics, e.g. the number of customers who access a
distinct PDP step via a distinct channel [43]. Although Markov chains
have so far only been used formodelling sequential CJs, they can handle
non-sequential CJs and comply with the matrix conceptualization of
channel strategies introduced above. Markov chains are differentiated
by their order. First-order Markov chains indicate that customer deci-
sions are memoryless, i.e. the next state of a CJ depends on the current
state as reflected in the current PDP step/channel constellation, cus-
tomers' channel preferences, and the OCS in focus [44,45]. This phe-
nomenon has already been substantially covered in the literature. For
instance, Hoyer [46] found that customers tend toward simple rules
that allow for fast and effortless decisions. Lysonski, Durvasula, and
Zotos [47] as well as Kacen and Lee [48] found that impulsiveness,
which refers to unplanned and fast purchase decisions, is a central char-
acteristic of customer decision-making. Further, Edelmann and Singer
[49] explain the shift from traditional CJs, characterized by long consid-
eration and evaluation phases, to more spontaneous CJs, characterized
by fast decision-making. The difference between first-order and
higher-order Markov chains is that the simple transition probabilities
between states turn into conditional probabilities as the next state
also depends on one or more past states. Anderl et al. [18] analyzed
CJs modelled via Markov chains of different orders, showing that the
number of required input parameters increases exponentially with a
Markov chain's order and that models quickly become too large to be
handled efficiently. At the same time, higher-order Markov chains
tend to be less significant than first- or second-order chains. Thus,
lower-order Markov chains are appropriate for modelling CJs as they
feature high real-world fidelity based on a reasonable amount of input
data.

CJs strongly depend on customers' channel preferences, particularly
their channel switching behavior if channels are opened or closed for
specific PDP steps [50]. Thus, knowledge about customers' channel
switching behavior enables anticipating how CJs look like for different
OCSs. This is important task in omni-channel decision-making [35]. In
general, customers traverse the PDP along those channels that create
the highest subjective utility relative to costs [51]. On a more detailed
level, channel switching behavior depends four factors: customer attri-
butes, customer goals, product and service characteristics, and channel
attributes [52]. In addition, the literature names experience, spillover ef-
fects, and channel similarity as determinants of channel switching be-
havior [7,15,26]. Spillover effects capture to which extent the
likelihood of using a channel for a distinct PDP step affects the likelihood
of using the same channel for other steps. Gupta et al. [26] found that
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particularly the similarity between channels determines customers'
switching behavior. The reason is that similar channels cause low (cog-
nitive) opportunity costs and have similar attributes. Thus, channel sim-
ilarity partly covers the factors introduced above. Hosseini et al. [19]
already used channel similarity as a proxy for customers' channel
switching behavior in the context of sequential CJs. In sum, channel sim-
ilarity is a central driver of customers' channel switching behavior
[22,28,52].

3. Decision model

3.1. Basic idea

In line with the principles of VBM, the decision model aims to iden-
tify the OCS with the highest impact on the long-term firm value of the
organization in focus [53,54]. To do so, the decisionmodel valuates OCSs
by analyzing the CJs, which occur if a distinct OCS is implemented, as
well as the opening and closing of channels for specific PDP steps in
terms of recurring, investment, and configuration cash flows. Thus, the
decision model comprises two central components: a CJ analysis and
an investment analysis component (Fig. 1). In the CJ analysis, the deci-
sion model analyzes CJs based on input parameters such as available
channels, PDP steps, and customers' channel preferences using first-
order Markov chains. Regarding the investment analysis, the decision
model determines the value contribution of OCSs based on the output
of the CJ analysis and information on customer demand and cash
flows. Thereby, the decision model takes a differential investment per-
spective, i.e. the value contribution of an OCS reflects the increased or
decreased economic effect compared to the organization's current
OCS. Below, we provide details on the general setting and both compo-
nents of the decision model.

3.2. General setting

In this section, we introduce the foundational concepts of the deci-
sion model, i.e. CJs, OCSs, and conversion rates that hold for the
organization's current OCS. To model modifications of CJs and conver-
sion rates caused by the opening and closing of channels, we also intro-
duce a restriction matrix and a switching matrix.

The unit of analysis of our decision model is the OCS of an organiza-
tion for a specific product or service offering. To analyze CJs, we model
CJs as an absorbing first-order Markov chain, a frequently used ap-
proach for modelling customer relationships and CJs [18,41,42]. Al-
though Markov chains have so far only been used for modelling
sequential CJs, they are capable of dealing with complex customer
Structure of channels
• Number and denota�ons of channels
• Support of process steps

Structure of PDP
• Number and denota�ons of process steps
• Restric�ons in the process

Informa�on about customers
• Conversion rates
• Switching behavior

Cash flow
• Recurring
• (Dis-)Inve
• (Dis-)Inve

Customer

Custom

Dis�nct new OCS

Fig. 1. Structure of the decision m
behavior that becomes manifest in non-sequential CJs [55]. This makes
Markov chains particularly suitable for our purposes.

Markov chains consist of states and probabilities. In our case, states
reflect admissible combinations of channels and PDP steps that cus-
tomers traverse with specific probabilities during their CJs. Probabilities
are expressed as conversion rates from one state to others and captured
in terms of a conversion matrix. The absorbing Markov chain property
enables the modelling of states that, once entered, cannot be exited.
Such states characterize the end of CJs, if a customer has bought an of-
fering or left. First-order Markov chains assume that the next state of a
CJ only depends on the conversion rates associated with the current
state, not on further past states [44,45]. Of course, the next state also de-
pends on the OCS under consideration that determines which channels
are open or closed and whether customers can continue their CJ in line
with their preferences. Using first-order Markov chains is sensible as
customers are known to traverse PDPs based on spontaneous decisions
[47–49]. Such customer behavior can also be captured via higher-order
Markov chains. However, the real-world fidelity of our decision model
would increase only slightly, while its applicability would suffer greatly,
as conditional probabilities are much harder to estimate [18]. Thus, we
assume:

(A1) The next state of a CJ only depends on the conversion rates
s
 cash flows
stments for chann
stments for proce

 demand

er Journeys

odel for a dis
associated with the current state of the CJ and the boundary
conditions set by the OCS under consideration.
An OCS determines which channels support the PDP steps of a spe-
cific product or service offering (Fig. 2). This is why OCSs define the
boundary conditions for CJs. PDP steps have a logical and sequential
order [18]. We define a PDP as a sequence of steps pj, with j=0, …, N
(N ≥ 1). A channel ci, with i = 0, …, M (M ≥ 1), supports at least one
PDP step. For technical reasons, we supplement the channels offered
by the organizationwith an ‘Auxiliary’ channel to include an ‘Indefinite’
and a ‘Termination point’ step.We use the ‘Indefinite’ step tomodel cus-
tomers outside the organization’s PDP and to cover the possibility that
customers can temporarily leave the part of the CJ visible for the organi-
zation. For example, a customer leaves the visible part of a CJ if he visits a
comparison portal to verify product information obtained by the organi-
zation, before hemay return to buy the product or not. The ‘Termination
point’ covers the absorbing Markov chain property as a terminal point
with no outgoing edges, where customers conclude their journeys by
buying an offering or not. The PDP steps ‘Indefinite’ and ‘Termination
point’ appear only in the ‘Auxiliary’ channel, but are technically treated
as regular states in the OCS. As shown in Eq. (1), we model OCSs as ma-
trices [19]. Referring to a distinct state, the binary variable xi, j specifies
whether channel ci supports PDP step pj. The variable x0, 0 represents
the ‘Indefinite’ state, while x0, N represents the ‘Termination point’.
The states x1, 0, …, xM, 0 and x0, 1, …, x0, N−1 and x1, N, …, xM, N are 0, as
els
ss steps

Value contribu�on

tinct new OCS.



Fig. 2. Representation of channels, process steps, and non-sequential CJs in the PDP.
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they are technical components.

X ¼
x0;0 ⋯ x0;N
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

xM;0 ⋯ xM;N

0
B@

1
CA

xi; j ¼
1
0

�
if channel ci supports process step p j

else

ð1Þ

The customers' preferences to stay within the same channel or to
switch channels along the PDP are captured in terms of the conversion
matrix R, shown in Eq. (2). Thismatrix covers all conversion rates that re-
flect the organization's current OCS. Each conversion rate ri, j, k, l depicts
the fraction of customers in channel ci and process step pj (state xi, j)
who continue their CJ via channel ck to proceed to step pl (state xk, l).

R ¼
r0;0;0;0 ⋯ r0;0;M;N

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
rM;N;0;0 ⋯ rM;N;M;N

0
B@

1
CA

with ri; j;k;l ∈ 0;1½ �∀i; k ∈ 0;…;Mf g∧ j; l ∈ 0;…;Nf g

ð2Þ

Although customerswant to determine on their ownhow to interact
with organizations, CJs are subject to restrictions, for logical or legal rea-
sons. For instance, a logical restriction is that a customer cannot have a
meeting without scheduling it beforehand. A legal reason is that cus-
tomersmust have an obligatory consultation before signing the contract
of a complex product or service. To account for such restrictions, we use
a restrictionmatrix Q, as shown in Eq. (3), which determines whether it
is possible to proceed from one PDP step to another. Thereby, the re-
striction matrix supports sequential, non-sequential, and hybrid CJs de-
pending on the underlying PDP and limitations of first-order Markov
chains. As the ‘Termination point’ describes the final state of a CJ, and
there is no possibility of leaving this state, the variables qN, 0, …, qN, N−1

are 0.

Q ¼
q0;0 ⋯ q0;N
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

qN;0 ⋯ qN;N

0
@

1
A;

with q j;l¼
1 if the conversion from step p j to pl is allowed ∀ j;l∈ 0;…;Nf g
0 else

n ð3Þ

The organization can change its current OCS by opening or closing
channels either completely or for specific PDP steps. In the case of
closing a channel for a specific PDP step, customers may no longer be
able to traverse the PDP in line with their channel preferences. Instead,
they must choose other channels and/or PDP steps to proceed or decide
to leave [50,51]. This phenomenon is also known as enforced channel
switching [19]. In the banking industry, for instance, organizations
tend to close branch offices for financial reasons, which means cus-
tomers must shift to online channels. The opposite holds if new chan-
nels are opened. Customers then have more interaction possibilities.
They may even get the possibility to follow the PDP in line with their
channel preferences, which may not have been possible for the
organization's current OCS. To account for the effects of opening and
closing channels, it is necessary to modify conversation rates, which re-
flect the customer behavior in the status quo. To do so, we use channel
switching rates si, k that denote the rate at which customers are willing
to switch from channel ci to another channel ck. Switching rates are
compiled in the switching matrix S, as shown in Eq. (4). To facilitate
data collection, we designed the switching matrix such that it does
not need normalized input values that add up to 1, as switching rates
can be set in relation to one another.

S ¼
s0;0 ⋯ s0;M
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

sM;0 ⋯ sM;M

8<
:

9=
;

with si;k∈ 0;1½ �∀i; k∈ 0;…;Mf g

ð4Þ

The switchingmatrix comes into play if the organization changes its
OCS, i.e. channels are opened or closed. In this case, customers prefer to
switch to similar channels [26]. Channel similarity is a key driver of cus-
tomers' switching behavior as is partly covers factors such as customer
attributes and goals as well as channel attributes [52]. As our decision
model focuses on the OCS for a distinct offering, product and service
characteristics, which also drive customers' switching behavior, are cov-
ered implicitly by conversion rates. Further, the involved PDP steps have
a moderating effect as the decisionmodel ensures that, in line with em-
pirically observed behavior, customersmaintain the original direction of
their CJ even if the OCS is changed [32]. For example, if a customer is in-
terested in buying a product and has already negotiated contract condi-
tions, he is likely to proceed with the purchase step instead of
continuing his CJ at early PDP steps. The restriction matrix ensures
that CJs do not include forbidden or illogical transitions. In sum, the sim-
ilarity-based switching matrix and the moderating effect of the PDP
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steps involved ensure the process/channel fit of customer behavior [7].
We assume:

(A2) The switching rates, which are used to modify conversion rates

in case channels are opened or closed, only depend on channel
similarity.
3.3. Customer journey analysis

We now show how the decisionmodel uses the foundational con-
cepts introduced above to calculate modified conversion rates.
Thereby, we refer to modified conversion rates as ri, j, k, l

mod ,
representing the conversion of customers between state xi, j and
state xk, l in a changed OCS.

The effects of changed OCSs on conversion rates and CJs can be split
into four effect categories. Fig. 3 represents these categories graphically,
while Eq. (11) offers a mathematical specification. Every summand of
Eq. (11) covers one effect category, using a fraction as auxiliary quantity
for calculating its effect size. These auxiliary quantities are shown in Eqs.
(5), (6), (9), and (10). The first summand of Eq. (11) accounts for
enforced channel switching, i.e. if a channel no longer supports a PDP
step that has been supported in the organization's current OCS. Conse-
quently, customers switch to other states or leave. For example, an orga-
nization may cancel its catalog offerings, which means that customers
must obtain information via other channels. The second summand cap-
tures the negative effects on conversion rates if a channel supports ad-
ditional PDP steps. Customers may then use newly opened instead of
existing channels. For instance, if an organization introduces a newmo-
bile app, some customers refrain from visiting agencies or the
organization's website. The third summand considers the same effect,
but from the perspective of newly opened states. As such states did
Opening a new state
Ingoing edges

Ini�al situa�on

Fir

Legend:             State in focus
Churn

Se

Pe

Fig. 3. Possibilities to
not exist in the current OCS, they draw customers from established
states. Finally, once a new state has been opened, it is important to
know which states customers use subsequently. This is covered by the
fourth summand. For instance, if customers use a new mobile app,
they must decide via which channel they want to proceed to the next
PDP step.

Before presenting Eq. (11) in detail, we introduce its components
and their meaning. As mentioned, each summand includes a fraction
F1, …, F4 as auxiliary quantity that reflects the relative number of cus-
tomers by which the conversion rates of the status quo must be in-
creased or decreased, respectively.

Fraction F1, which is used in the first summand of Eq. (11), deter-
mines the fraction of customers who switch to another state due to
enforced channel switching. F1 is shown in Eq. (5). We define F1 as the
ratio of the switching rate st, k to the switching rates from state xt, u
(depicting a closed state) to all open states that have a conversion
from state xi, j. Thus, we check whether there exists an outgoing edge
(if ri, j, a, b is N0) and whether the referring state xa, b, where the edge
points to, still exists in the new OCS (if xa, b equals 1). For this fraction,
and for all following divisions, it is reasonable to define that, if the de-
nominator of a division equals 0, the result of the division equals 0.
Customers who wanted to move forward in the PDP will keep their
attitude of moving forward, and customers who wanted to move
backward in the PDP will keep their attitude of moving backward
[32]. Thus, we divided F1 in two cases to calculate the ratio of the
switching rates to only those states that lie in the same direction
along the PDP as that of the closed state (first case: backward direc-
tion, second case: forward direction). The “else” case occurs if the
closed state xt, u lies in the opposite direction than the currently ob-
served conversion rate ri, j, k, l is pointing to. As the ‘Indefinite’ state is
Third Summand

st Summand

cond Summand

Fourth Summand

rspec�ve of an exis�ng state Perspec�ve of a new state

change an OCS.
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not integrated in the process sequence, the switch to the ‘Indefinite’
state is included in both cases (see addition of st, 0 and ri, j, 0, 0 in the
denominators) and thus independent from the customers' attitude of
moving forward or backward along the PDP.

F1 ¼

st;k

∑M
a¼1∑

j
b¼1st;a∙xa;b ∙sgn ri; j;a;b

� �þ st;0∙sgn ri; j;0;0
� �

st;k
∑M

a¼1∑
N
b ¼ j
b ≠ 0

st;a∙xa;b ∙sgn ri; j;a;b
� �þ st;0∙sgn ri; j;0;0

� �
0

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

if u− j b 0 ∧ l− j b 0

if u− j N 0 ∧ l− j N 0

else

ð5Þ

Fraction F2, which is used in the second summand of Eq. (11), deter-
mines the relative number of customers moving from their planned
state to a newly opened state. F2 is shown in Eq. (6). Specifically, F2
equals the ratio of switching rate sk, t to the switching rates between
state xt, u (depicting a newly opened state now) and all open states
with a conversion from state xi, j. The variable countj used in Eq. (7) en-
sures an appropriate allocation to all new states. It displays the number
of new states that customers can possibly move to starting from PDP
step pj. As such new states can change the customers' attitude ofmoving
forward or backward, we did not divide the fraction F2 into different
cases, as we did for F1. Thereby, the variable yt, u shown in Eq. (8) equals
1 if the referring state xt, u is a newly opened state and 0 in all other
cases.

F2 ¼ sk;t
count j∙∑

M
a¼0∑

N
b¼0sa;t ∙xa;b∙ sgn ri; j;a;b

� � ð6Þ

count j ¼
XM
a¼0

XN
b¼0

ya;b � q j;b ð7Þ

yt;u ¼ 1þ sgn xt;u−xoldt;u−1
� �

¼ 1
0

�
if xt;u is a new state

else
ð8Þ

In the third summand of Eq. (11), the fraction F3 considers the same
effect as F2 but from the perspective of a newly opened state. Fraction F3,
which is shown in Eq. (9), is the ratio of switching rate st, k to the
switching rates between states xk, l and all open states that have a con-
version from xi, j, including the number of new states to which the cus-
tomer can move from process step pj.

F3 ¼ st;k
count j∙∑

M
a¼0∑

N
b¼0sa;k∙xa;b∙ sgn ri; j;a;b

� � ð9Þ

Finally, F4 shown in Eq. (10) determines the relative number of
customers leaving a newly opened state to another state to continue
their journey. Thereby, F4 constitutes the ratio of the switching rate
si, k to the switching rates between state xi, j and all other open
states.

F4 ¼ si;k
∑M

a¼0∑
N
b¼0si;a∙xa;b

ð10Þ

As all auxiliary fractions have been defined, we now focus on how
these fractions are integrated in Eq. (11) to model the modified
conversion rates.

rmod
i; j;k;l ¼ xi; j � xk;l � q j;l � ri; j;k;l

�

þ
XM
t¼0

XN
u¼0

F1 � ri; j;t;u � 1−xt;u
� �

−
XM
t¼0

XN
u¼0

F2 � ri; j;k;l � yt;u

þ
XM
t¼0

XN
u¼0

F3 � ri; j;t;u � yk;l

þF4 � yi; j
o

ð11Þ

where:
ri, j, k, l original conversion rate from state xi, j to state xk, l (as valid in
the current OCS)
ri, j, k, l
mod modified conversion rate from state xi, j to state xk, l
xi, j indicator showing whether state xi, j is open in a changed OCS
yi, j indicator showing whether state xi, j is newly opened
qj, l indicator showing whether a conversion from PDP step pj to pl
is possible
M number of channels
N number of PDP steps, including the ‘Termination point’
F1 fraction consisting of switching rate from a closed channel to
switching rates regarding all other relevant states
F2 fraction consisting of switching rate to a specific new state to
switching rates regarding all other relevant states (from the per-
spective of an existing state)
F3 fraction consisting of switching rate from a specific new state to
switching rates regarding all other relevant states (from the perspec-
tive of a new state)
F4 fraction consisting of switching rate from a state in a new
channel to switching rates regarding all other relevant states
Below, we explain the meaning of Eq. (11). The conversion rate ri,

j, k, l can only be applied in a changed OCS if states xi, j and xk, l are open
and the conversion between both states is not restricted. The multi-
plication of the three binary variables xi, j, xk, l, and qj, l captures this
condition by assigning the value 0 to the conversion rate if the con-
dition is violated. If both states are open and the conversion is not re-
stricted, Eq. (11) modifies the original conversation rate by
accounting for the effects categories outlined above and based on
the fractions F1 to F4.

The first summand accounts for enforced channel switching. It adds
the rate of customers who switch to state xk, l in the new OCS if some
outgoing edges of state xi, j are no longer supported. The product ri, j, t,
u ∙ (1− xt, u) checks whether the considered state xt, u is a newly closed
state. In this regard, the product equals 0 if xt, u is an open state, or if the
conversion rate ri, j, t, u is 0 as the state xt, uwas already closed in the cur-
rent OCS. It is N0 if state xt, u is a closed state and if there was originally
some conversion from state xi, j to the now closed state xt, u. The second
summand subtracts the rate of customers who choose to switch to
newly opened states. Hereby, the yt, u indicates all new states that can
cause a loss of customers from existing states. The third summand de-
fines the conversion to state xk, l if xk, l is a newly opened state. Graphi-
cally, this summand creates the ingoing edges into a new state. The
variable yk, l checks whether the state xk, l is a newly opened state. Fi-
nally, the fourth summand calculates the conversion rates of the outgo-
ing edges of xi, j if xi, j is a new state. This case occurs if the variable yi, j
signals that state xi, j is a new state.

After calculating the modified conversion rate ri, j, k, l
mod for all states in

the OCS, we normalize the conversion rates in Eq. (12). This step is nec-
essary asMarkov chains are based on probabilities. The conversion rates
of outgoing edges represent the probability of customers moving on to
the next state. All probabilities of the outgoing edges of a single state
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must thus accumulate to 1 or 0 in case of no outgoing edges. If this is not
the case, two issues arise. On the one hand, the decisionmodel would
not record all customers, e.g. after a state is closed. Generally, cus-
tomers using a specific state are then forced to switch or leave. If
the conversion rates of the outgoing edges do not accumulate to 1,
there is no information how some customers might proceed with
their CJ after the OCS has been changed. On the other hand, if the ac-
cumulated conversion rates of the outgoing edges are N1, e.g. after a
state is closed, more customers would be distributed to other states
or leave than the number of customers who used the closed state be-
fore. The modified and normalized conversion rates ri, j, k, lres , which are
shown in Eq. (12), are the result of all previous calculations, and
build the final modified conversion rate matrix Rres for a distinct
changed OCS.

rresi; j;k;l ¼
rmod
i; j;k;l

∑M
a¼0∑

N
b¼0r

mod
i; j;a;b

∀i ∈ 0;…;Nf g; j ∈ 0;…;Mf g
ð12Þ

3.4. Investment analysis

Finally, we show how the decision model determines the value
contribution of an OCS, using the modified and normalized conver-
sion rate matrix as well as additional information on customer de-
mand, time measurements, and cash flows as input. Complying
with the principles of VBM, the decision model recommends choos-
ing the OCS with the highest positive value contribution. The princi-
ples of VBM require that decisions are based on cash flows, take a
long-term perspective in terms of a multi-period planning horizon
(time value of money), and account for the involved decision-
makers' risk attitude [56].

Customer demand is an essential input parameter for omni-chan-
nel decision-making, as it indicates how many customers use a state
at a distinct point in time. As the principles of VBM require consider-
ing each period of a multi-period planning horizon explicitly, cus-
tomer demand is not static, but must be forecasted. Appropriate
forecasts can be achieved if seasonality and/or trend effects are included
[57]. Thus, the decision model accounts for changes in customer
demand via growth rates. Hereby, we distinguish between a
NewCustomerRateτ, which reflects a proportional increase of customer
demand in period τ, and a ChurnRateτ, which captures a proportional
decrease of customer demand. The demand vector Dτ contains all states
as entries (starting with all process steps of the first channel and so on)
and depicts the average number of customers for every possible state as
the starting point of CJs at the beginning of a period τ (Eq. 13). That is,
the demand vector indicates how many and in which state customers
starts their journey. As the demand vector does not only contain the de-
mand of existing states, but also of potentially new states, it can be used
Period τ = 1

On

Demand Vector

. . .

One PDP with H steps

Fig. 4. Relationship betw
to reflect the number of new customers attracted by new states.

Dτþ1 ¼ Dτ ∙ 1þ NewCustomerRateτ−ChurnRateτð Þ ð13Þ

Below, we elaborate on the time parameters and their relationships
needed to capture the time value of money in linewith the principles of
VBM. The time parameters and their relationships are shown in Fig. 4.
The planning horizon T indicates how many periods τ are considered
to determine the value contribution of an OCS. The length of a period
is characterized by the variable θ, which can be measured in, for in-
stance, days or months. A period characterizes a planning period for re-
curring cash flows aswell as the time basis for estimating the number of
customers traversing the PDP. Further, the variable η describes the
length of a PDP step, quantified in the same measurement unit as θ.
Thus, every PDP step has a duration of θ. Nevertheless, customers can
take more time for PDP steps, a circumstance that is represented via
loops in CJs. For example, some customers require more time to decide
on a product or may favor a second appointment. Such behavior can be
modelled as loops in theMarkov chain, representing a self-directed con-
version from a state to itself. The last parameter for measuring time is
the number of PDP steps H, which is the maximum number of steps to
complete a PDP. Thus, the H ∙ θ measures the length of a PDP, and θ/
(H ∙ η) measures the number of PDPs in one period τ.

As for the cash flow effects of omni-channel decisions, the decision
model accounts for three components of cash in- and outflows: recurring,
investment, and configuration cash flows. These cash flow components
are modelled in Eqs. (14), (16), and (17), respectively. Recurring cash
flows Irec accrue in each period for maintaining open channels according
to theOCS under consideration. Investment cashflows Iinv result from the
opening and closing of channels, and configuration cash flows Iconf accrue
if the PDP steps supported by a channel change. The recurring cash flows
consist of variable outflows μvar (e.g. outflows for verifying a credit appli-
cation), variable inflows π (e.g. the sales price of products or services),
and channel-specific outflows μcs (e.g. the labor expenses for an
offline channel or IT maintenance expenses for an online channel). For
our purposes, we define every cash outflow μ. as a positive vector. We
assume:

(A3) The organization adopts the principles of VBM. All considered
e PDP wi

Dema

een time para
cash flows as well as the time parameters are constant and
deterministic during the planning horizon.
Below, we show how the cash flow components are calculated,
starting with the recurring cash flows in Eq. (14).

Irec ¼ ∑T
τ¼1

θ
H � η∑

H
h¼1 Dmod

τ � Rres� �h−Dτ � Rh
� �

� π−μvarð Þ
h i

1þ rð Þτ

0
BB@

1
CCA

−μcs �
Z0
⋮
ZN

0
@

1
A � 1þ rð ÞT−1

1þ rð ÞT � r

ð14Þ
th H steps

Period τ = 2

nd Vector  

. . .

meter.
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where:
R conversion rates of original OCS
Rres conversion rates of new OCS
π variable inflows per state
μvar variable outflows per state
μcs channel-specific outflows
Dτ demand vector in the original OCS in period τ
Dτ
mod demand vector in a changed OCS in period τ

T number of periods τ (planning horizon)
H maximum number of steps to complete a PDP
θ length of a period
η length of one PDP step
r risk-adjusted interest rate
Zi indicator showing whether channel i is newly opened
The first term of Eq. (14) calculates the variable cash flows for one

period τ. The multiplication of the customer demand vector Dτ
mod by

(Rres)h determines the states of the customers after h PDP steps, based
on the properties of the Markov chain [44]. Thereby, the decision
model calculates different CJs and respective variable cash flows. This
expression is then summed up for each PDP step in the CJs and multi-
plied by the number of PDPs to calculate the cash flows of one period τ.

The second term of Eq. (14) reflects the channel-specific outflows
accruing for maintaining open channels. Thus, we add channel-specific
outflows in our differential investment perspective if a channel is
opened, and subtract channel-specific outflows if a channel is closed.
Here, the variable Zi shown in Eq. (15) is equal to 1 if channel ci is
new, −1 if channel ci (with all corresponding steps) is closed, and 0 in
all other cases.

Zi ¼ sgn
XN
n¼0

xi;n

!
− sgn

XN
n¼0

xoldi;n

!

¼ 1 if ci is a new channel
0 else

�
ð15Þ

Further, the investment cash flows depend on the changes in the
OCS that result from establishing or closing a complete channel com-
pared with the original OCS. To calculate the investment and disinvest-
ment outflows across all channels, we cumulate channel investment
outflows for all newly opened channels and the channel disinvestment
outflows for all newly closed channels, as shown in Eq. (16).

Iinv ¼ −
XM
i¼0

μ inv;open
i � sgn Zi−1ð Þ þ 1½ �−

XM
i¼0

μ inv;close
i

� 1− sgn Zi þ 1ð Þ½ � ð16Þ

where:
μiinv, open investment outflows for establishing channel i
μiinv, close disinvestment outflows for closing channel i completely
Zi indicator showing whether channel i is newly opened
When an OCS changes, the organization must invest or disinvest

configuration cash flows Iconf for opened or closed states. The configura-
tion cash flows are only taken into account for channels that already
existed before the channel changes and still exist afterwards. Accord-
ingly, Eq. (17) shows how the configuration cash flows are calculated:

Iconf ¼ −∑M
i¼0∑

N
j¼0μ

conf;open
i; j � yi; j � sgn ∑N

n¼0x
old
i;n

� �

−∑M
i¼0∑

N
j¼0μ

conf ;close
i; j � zi; j � sgn ∑N

n¼0x
old
i;n þ∑N

n¼0yi; j−∑N
n¼0zi;n

� �
ð17Þ

where:
μi, jconf, open configuration outflows if channel i supports a new PDP
step
μi, jconf, close configuration outflows if channel i no longer supports an
established PDP step
xi, j
old indicator showingwhether state xi, j is open in the current OCS
yi, j indicator showing whether state xi, j is newly opened
zi, j indicator showing whether state xi, j is newly closed
The computation of the configuration cash flows follows the same

logic as the calculation of the investment cash flows. Conversely, zi, j is
an indicator variable equal to 1 if state xi, j is closed, and 0 in all other
cases, as shown in Eq. (18). Based on the introduced cash flow compo-
nents, Eq. (19) allows for identifying the optimal OCS X, which has the
highest value contribution base on recurring, investment, and configu-
ration cash flows.

zi; j ¼ − sgn xi; j−xoldi; j þ 1
� �

−1 ¼ 1
0

�
if xi; j is a closed state

else ð18Þ
X� ¼ arg max
X

Irec þ Iinv þ Iconf
� �

ð19Þ
4. Real-world application at a German Bank

4.1. Case description

To demonstrate the applicability and usefulness of our decisionmodel
in real-world settings, we applied it to the omni-channel environment of
a German bank. Thereby, we specifically investigated the bank's OCS for
its construction financing service. The bank is a German cooperative
bank with a tradition of N200 years. It has about 600 employees in 40
branches and total assets of more than EUR 2 billion. To reach as many
customers as possible, the bank offers diverse channels. As requested by
the bank's management, we thus refrained from changing or closing
existing channels. Instead, the application of our decision model focused
on new channels. Below, we outline the case context and provide infor-
mationon the bank's currentOCS. After that,we explain howwe collected
and prepared required input data. Finally, we report the optimization re-
sults, before concluding with an analysis and interpretation.

The PDP of the construction financing service encompasses the fol-
lowing steps: ‘Need/Interest,’ ‘First contact,’ ‘Schedule of appointment,’
‘Information,’ ‘Consulting,’ ‘Negotiation,’ and ‘Conclusion of contract.’
These steps are not mandatory in all CJs. Customers may skip ‘Need/In-
terest’ and ‘First contact’ as both steps can occur in any form, i.e. via the
bank’s channels or word of mouth. In addition, the step ‘First contact’ is
not mandatory as regular customers are already known to the bank. For
prospects, however, the ‘First contact’ step is mandatory. The steps
‘Schedule of appointment,’ ‘Information,’ and ‘Negotiation’ are manda-
tory in all CJs. Some customers repeat these steps by rescheduling ap-
pointments, reconsidering provided information, or requiring several
appointments to negotiate contract conditions. The PDP of the construc-
tionfinancing service endswith the conclusionof a contract orwith cus-
tomers leaving the PDP.

To enable interactions between the bank and its customers, the
bank's current OCS features three channels (Fig. 5): an ‘Agency’ channel,
an ‘Online’ channel via a website and mobile app, which the bank con-
siders as a single integrated channel, and a ‘Brochures’ channel for tradi-
tional marketing activities. In the future, with a planning horizon of
three years, the bank plans to extend its OCS with an ‘Online for stan-
dards’ channel where standardized contracts and contract sections are
processed automatically. Further, ‘Telephone’ and ‘Video’ channels
shall offer customers new ways of contacting bank employees. The
bank's current OCS is the starting position for the application of our de-
cision model. Currently, only the ‘Agency’ channel supports the PDP
steps ‘Consulting,’ ‘Negotiation,’ and ‘Conclusion of contract.’ The new
channels have different properties, depending on whether customers
conclude contracts personally with an agency, whether an interaction
is IT-supported, and whether an interaction is one- or bi-directional.
For example, the ‘Agency,’ ‘Telephone,’ and ‘Video’ channels support
bi-directional personal contact between bank employees and cus-
tomers. The response to customers using online channels is IT-sup-
ported. The ‘Brochures’ channel is one-directional, providing
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Fig. 5. Current omni-channel environment at the case company.
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customers with company and product information. Owing to these
channel properties, not all channels support all PDP steps. To illustrate
the complexity of the bank's current omni-channel environment, Fig.
5 does not only visualize the bank's current OCS, but also all CJs, depend-
ing on channel properties and mandatory PDP steps as specified in the
restriction matrix. As can be seen, customer behavior can only be cap-
tured appropriately via non-sequential CJs. The more non-mandatory
PDP steps and themore options for customers to choose between chan-
nels an OCS includes, the more complex the CJs.

4.2. Data collection and preparation

To apply the decision model to the bank's omni-channel environ-
ment, we first presented our idea to the head of global bank manage-
ment, the head of the sales department, and the department head for
private and commercial customers. We then collected and validated re-
quired input data in an iterative process. Our primary informant was an
employee of the bank's sales department, who consulted and involved
members of other departments wherever needed. If necessary, we
also used additional information from the literature to prepare collected
data and validate estimated values. In the case at hand, our primary data
source is an in-depth analysis that the bank's sales department had re-
cently conducted of the construction financing service's PDP with a
focus on customers' channel usage. We were also granted access to
anonymized data from the bank's customer relationship management
system. Below, we provide information on our data sources, structured
along the components of the decisionmodel (i.e. CJ analysis and invest-
ment analysis). Table 1 summarizes input data that resulted from inter-
views and workshops with the bank's employees, except for the
conversion rates that are displayed in Appendix A due to the high num-
ber of conversion rates.

As for the CJ analysis component, the decision model requires
input data about the structure of the PDP and relevant restrictions,
available and potential channels, and information about customers
including conversion and switching rates. The bank's omni-channel
environment and possible CJs could be identified easily based on an
interview with a member from the bank's sales department, as chan-
nels and PDP steps are the sales department's daily business. Like-
wise, we quickly reached consensus on the restriction matrix based
on logical considerations and legal regulations when discussing CJs
with the bank's employees.

Conversion rates were tracked by the bank only in some cases. For
example, the bank knew how many customers are leaving the PDP
such that we could easily quantify the conversion rates for the
‘Auxiliary’ channel. We then estimated the remaining conversion rates
by considering that the weights of a state's outgoing edges must sum
up to 1. Starting with known conversion rates from the bank's channel
usage analysis, we allocated the remaining fractions of the conversion
rates based on the fraction of customers who used the involved
channels.

The switching rates, which capture customer's channel switching
preferences if channels are opened or closed steps and which are used
to modify conversion rates, were the most difficult to estimate. With
the modelling of customer behavior in terms of Markov chains and
channel switching rates, as proposed in this study, being a novel ap-
proach, organizations do not have such data readily available. To esti-
mate switching rates, we made use of the fact that the switching
matrix does not need to be filled with absolute values. Instead, relative
values are sufficient, a feature that simplified the collection of required
input data. In agreement with the bank's experts, we distinguished
‘low,’ ‘medium,’ ‘high,’ and “very high” channel switching preferences,
with values of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, respectively. With channel similar-
ity being a central drive of customer's channel switching preferences,
we based the classification just presented on channel similarity and cus-
tomers' channel usage trends identified by the bank [26]. We assigned
high switching rates to similar channels and vice versa. By definition,
the diagonal of the switching matrix refers to the category ‘very high’.
Further, we applied the category ‘high’ between the ‘Online’ and the
‘Online channel for standards’ channels as well as the category ‘low’ be-
tween the ‘Online’ and ‘Agency’ channels. Switching to the ‘Auxiliary’
channel was based on the bank's knowledge and the literature, suggest-
ing that personal contact leads to higher preferences than brochures
[58]. Further, we accounted for the general trend that customers in
the digital age tend to prefer online channels over offline channels
[26,29]. Thus, we increased the switching rates from the ‘Agency’ to the
‘Online’ channel. We did the same when determining the switching rates
starting from the ‘Auxiliary’ channel. The remaining part of the switching
matrix was symmetric due to the channels' similarity properties.

As for the investment analysis component, we needed information
about the time horizon, customer demand, and cash flow effects. Rele-
vant data on time (i.e. the planning horizon, the length of a period,
and the length of PDP steps), customer demand, and how often the
PDP steps of the construction financing service are executed, were pro-
vided by the bank's sales management department and did not need to
be estimated.

The bank's controlling department provided us with data for mone-
tary input parameters, particularly for variable cash flows, inter alia the
sales prices of the construction financing service, investments outflows,



Table 1
Real-world input data for the demonstration example.

Current OCS
Channels/

Process steps Indefinite Need/
Interest

First 
contact

Schedule of 
appointment Informa�on Consul�ng Nego�a�on Conclusion 

of contract
Termina�on 

point
Established channels

Auxiliary 
channel 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Online 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Agency 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Brochures 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Newly considered channels

Online (std.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Telephone 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Video 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Restric�on matrix

Process steps/
Process steps Indefinite Need/

Interest
First 

contact
Schedule of 

appointment Informa�on Consul�ng Nego�a�on Conclusion 
of contract

Termina�on 
point

Indefinite 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
Need/Interest 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
First contact 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Schedule of 

appointment 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

Informa�on 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Consul�ng 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Nego�a�on 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Conclusion 
of contract 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Termina�on
point 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Ini�al demand for two months (η ∙ H)
Channels/

Process steps Indefinite Need/
Interest

First 
contact

Schedule of 
appointment Informa�on Consul�ng Nego�a�on Conclusion 

of contract
Termina�on 

point
Established channels

Auxiliary 
channel 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Online 0 15 20 0 0 0 0 0 0
Agency 0 7 36 0 0 0 0 0 0

Brochures 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
Newly considered channels

Online (std.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Telephone 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Video 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Switching matrix Time

Channels/
Channels

Auxiliary 
channel Online Agency Brochures Online (std.) Telephone Video

H: Number 
of process 
steps for a 

PDP

12

Auxiliary 
channel 1 0.75 0.5 0.25 0.75 0.5 0.5 η: Length of 

one 
process 

step

5 days
Online 0.25 1 0.25 0.25 0.75 0.5 0.5

Agency 0.25 0.5 1 0.25 0.5 0.75 0.75 Θ: Length 
of one 
period

1 year
Brochures 0.75 0.25 0.25 1 0.25 0.25 0.25

Online (std.) 0.25 0.75 0.25 0.25 1 0.5 0.5 T: Planning
horizon 3 years

Telephone 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.5 1 0.75 η ∙ H: 
Length of 
one PDP

60 days
Video 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

Variable ou�lows per customer
Investment 

ou�lows

Channel-
specific

ou�lows

Inflows for 
conclusion 
of contract

Channels/
Process steps

First
contact

Schedule of 
appointment Informa�on Consul�ng Nego�a�on Conclusion 

of contract
Auxiliary 
channel 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 1,430.00 €

Online 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 18,416.67 €
New

customer 
rate

Agency 0.00 € 0.75 € 2.00 € 123.59 € 40.00 € 19.48 € 0.00 € 33,450.00 € 2.30%
Brochures 0.20 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 833.33 € Churn rate

Online (std.) 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 81.85 € 9.00 € 2.87 € 40,000.00 € 18,416.67 € 0%

Telephone 0.00 € 0.75 € 2.00 € 123.59 € 40.00 € 19.48 € 40,000.00 € 28,666.67 € Interest 
rate

Video 0.00 € 0.75 € 2.00 € 123.59 € 40.00 € 19.48 € 40,000.00 € 33,000.00 € 5%
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and channel-specific outflows. We discussed these input data with ex-
perts from the bank's sales department to ensure mutual comprehen-
sion of the different concepts used to describe monetary data and to
break recurring cash outflows down to individual time periods if
needed. Variable cash outflows per customer are based on the mone-
tized average time consumption of an employee, which was known
from the bank's recent PDP analysis. The channel-specific outflows for
established channels were directly provided by the sales department,
whereas for new channels, where no historical data was available, we
estimated channel-specific outflows using comparable data from
existing channels and challenged the results in semi-structured inter-
views with experts from the bank's private and commercial customers
department. Further, we could use estimations of the sales department
for investment outflows, which the bank had already made to prepare
the introduction of the new channels. The configuration cash flows cap-
ture outflows for changing which PDP steps are supported by a distinct
channel. As it is difficult to allocate some cash outflows to individual
PDP steps, most organizations – including the bank – do not have de-
tailed data on configuration outflows per state. We thus discussed
these outflows in semi-structured interviews with employees from
the bank's sales department. Thereby, we assumed that the configura-
tion outflows are equally high for the PDP steps within a distinct
Table 2
OCSs and corresponding value contributions.

ID

Overview of new states to be opened

Considered channel (s) Considered process s

1

2 Online for Standards

3 Online for Standards

4 Online for Standards

5 Online for Standards

6 Online for Standards

7 Online for Standards

8 Telephone

9 Telephone

10 Video

11
Online for Standards

& Telephone

12
Online for Standards

& Video

13 Telephone & Video

14
Online for Standards,

Telephone, & Video

15
Online for Standards,

Telephone, & Video

16
Onlinefor Standards

& Telephone

Legend

Channel does not support

process step N
C

Channel cannot support

process step N

S

st

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

N N

N N

-

channel, but vary between channels. Regarding the cash outflows for
the complete or partial closing of channels, neither historical data
were available nor could we find reliable estimations in external
sources. Thus, we agreed with the bank to refrain from analyzing OCSs
that include the closing of channels to maintain the quality of our re-
sults. Although our primary focus was on the opening of new channels
in linewith the bank's strategy, such analyseswould have been interest-
ing tofindoutwhether there are favorable OCSswith a reduced number
of existing channels.
4.3. Optimization results

In line with the bank's strategy and the objective function of our de-
cision model, we aimed to identify the OCS with the highest value con-
tribution, i.e. the highest contribution to the bank's long-term firm
value. In our case, the optimal OCS yielded a value contribution of
877,212 EUR. To realize this value contribution, the bank is advised to
open the ‘Online for standards’ channel completely except for the ‘Ne-
gotiation’ step, which is not needed for standard products as indicated
in expert interviews. In addition, the bank should open the ‘Telephone’
channel for the PDP steps ‘Information’ and ‘Conclusion of contract’.
Value

contribution
Comment

tep (s)

0 € Current OCS

-68.304 €

Stepwise

opening of

a new channel

(using the

example

of the channel

Online for

standards)

-92.199 €

-187.082 €

-112.920 €

-763.930 €

796.693 €

79.161 €
Complete

opening of a new channel

446.338 €
Channel-specific

local optimum

66.768 €
Complete

opening of a new channel

378.513 €

Combined complete opening

of two new channels
366.120 €

2.227 €

110.719 €
Combined complete opening

of three new channels

270.541 €
The bank’s initially

preferred OCS

877.212 € Optimal OCS

hannel supports process step N

ome channels support process

ep N

6 7
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The problem of determining the optimal OCS is complex as it re-
quires a full enumeration of all possible OCSs. In case at hand, we had
to calculate the value contribution of 16,384 OCSs, a task for which we
implemented a software prototype. Due to the high number of candi-
date OCS, we only present parts of the results, i.e. the most interesting
OCSs from our perspective. Table 2 shows the bank's current OCS, the
stepwise opening of a channel to determine a channel-specific local op-
timumusing the ‘Online for standards’ channel as example, and all com-
binations of introducing one, two, or all discussed channels. We further
highlight the OCS that the bank would have implemented before
gaining insights from the application of our decision model. We also
compare this OCS with the optimal OCS determined by our decision
model.

4.4. Interpretation and discussion

As outlined, the bank aims to offer a broad range of channels to reach
as much customers as possible. Thus, we deliberately refrained from
changing or closing channels of the bank's current omni-channel envi-
ronment. Instead, we focused on the three new channels the bank was
currently considering. The results presented in Table 2 support that
the decision model can be applied in real-world settings. Its input pa-
rameters can be collected or estimated with reasonable effort. Below,
we discuss the various OCSs and their effects.

OCS 1 captures the bank's current OCS. Keeping this OCS leads to a
value contribution of 0, a reasonable result that is rooted in the differential
investment perspective underlying our decisionmodel. Further, OCSs 2 to
7 capture the stepwise opening of the ‘Online for standards’ channel
structured along the PDP of the construction financing service. Due to
complex andnon-sequential customer behavior, the openingof this chan-
nel only yields a positive value contribution if it supports all PDP steps.
From OCSs 8 and 9, which refer to the ‘Telephone’ channel, we can infer
that there are channel-specific local optima. For instance, in the ‘Tele-
phone’ channel, it is more reasonable to support the last process steps
‘Negotiation’ (step 6) and ‘Conclusion of contract’ (step 7) than all process
steps. Up to OCS 14, we list all combinations of the new channels. For
every channel, OCSs 7, 9, and 10 reflect the respective local optima. Nota-
bly, the combination of locally optimized channel strategies does gener-
ally not lead to a globally optimal OCS in terms of value contribution.
This phenomenon is again rooted in non-sequential CJs [59].

The bank initially aimed to implement an OCS that includes all three
discussed channels. This OCS is included as OCS 15 in Table 2, and has a
rather low, but positive value contribution. Thus far, the complete open-
ing of the ‘Online for standards’ channel (OCS 7) had the highest value
Indefinite Need/
Interest

First contact Schedule of
appointment

In

Auxiliary channel

Online 
(Homepage/App)

Agency

Brochures

Online for 
standards

Telephone

Video

Fig. 6. Omni-channel environment at the case com
contribution (i.e. 796,693 EUR). The process step ‘Negotiation’ (step 6)
causes considerable variable outflows as we modelled a loop for this
step, catering for the fact that most customers need more time than
planned. The effect on the bank's omni-channel environment is that the
decision model avoids the PDP step ‘Negotiation’ (step 6) if possible.
OCS 16 accounts for this circumstance, showing that the optimal OCS in-
cludes a combination of the ‘Online for standards’ and ‘Telephone’ chan-
nels. This optimal OCS leads to a value contribution of 877,212 EUR, a
value more than three times higher than the bank's initially preferred
OCS (OCS 15).

In the case at hand, we detected that it is not useful to ignore or open
all new channels. The appropriate OCS depends on channel properties
and customer's preferences captured in terms of conversion and
switching rates as well as on the economic effects associated with the
opening, closing, and operations of channels for PDP steps. In the case
at hand, the ‘Telephone’ and ‘Video’ channels are very similar compared
to established channels in terms of their properties and cash flow ef-
fects. Thus, it is not reasonable to implement both channels as cus-
tomers perceive them as substitutable. According to the collected data,
the ‘Telephone’ channel causes lower cash outflows, but similar cash in-
flows as the ‘Video’ channel. Thus, it should was preferred. In addition,
the investigated OCSs tended to yield higher value contributions if
newly opened channels support every PDP step. Finally, our analysis re-
vealed that time-intensive PDP steps of non-standardized products,
such as the ‘Negotiation’ step, are realized by the ‘Agency’ channel,
even if the bank introduces new channels. The reason was that cus-
tomers prefer the personalized contact with agencies on matters
concerning construction financing. Fig. 6 shows the bank's omni-chan-
nel environment, including anticipated CJs after implementing the opti-
mal OCS. Customers then have more possibilities to interact with the
bank. Thus, the structure of CJs becomes even more complex. The
‘Agency’ channel is relieved by additional channels for the first four pro-
cess steps and the ‘Conclusion of contract’ step.

To challenge the optimization results, we presented and discussed
the optimal OCS (OCS 16)with a leading employee of the bank. Accord-
ing to the bank's assessment, the PDP of the construction financing ser-
vice was captured completely and accurately. The optimal OCS
eliminates the so far preferred option of using the ‘Video’ channel for
the reasonsmentioned above (OCS 15). The leading employee indicated
that the optimal OCS is a feasible design option for the bank. One reason
was that the optimal OCS leads to less investment outflows than the ini-
tially preferred OCS because one channel less must be opened. Further,
the bank confirmed that themost important tasks of the construction fi-
nancing service's PDP are still planned to be conducted by agencies, a
forma�on Consul�ng Nego�a�on Conclusion of
contract

Termina�on 
point

pany after implementing the optimal OCS 16.
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property covered by the optimal OCS. Finally, the bank stated that our
mathematical analysis of its OCS did not only yield interpretable and ac-
tionable results, but also advanced the management team's thinking
about complex customer behavior in terms of non-sequential CJs, channel
dependencies that influence customers' switchingbehavior, and theman-
ifold cash flow effects associated with changing an organization's OCS.

5. Conclusion

5.1. Summary and contribution

To account for the increasing importance of OCM and the lack of re-
lated prescriptive knowledge, we investigated how organizations can
determine which channels they should offer for various PDP steps
when considering non-sequential CJs in an omni-channel environment.
To do so, we proposed an economic decisionmodel that compares OCSs
in terms of their contribution to an organization's long-term firm value.
For our purposes, we modelled OCSs as matrices with a channel and a
PDP dimension, while capturing CJs via first-order Markov chains. This
design enabled us to include online and offline channels, the opening
and closing of channels for distinct PDP steps, customer churn due to
enforced channel switching, and non-sequential customer behavior.
With non-sequential customer behavior and synchronized interaction
via multiple channels being essential in the digital age, we considered
both phenomena in our decision model. We validated the decision
model's applicability using real-world data from aGerman bank,finding
that the required input data can be gathered with reasonable effort and
that the results are useful for subject matter experts.

Providingwell-foundedguidance onhowtodetermine an appropriate
OCS for a distinct organization, our decision model adds to the prescrip-
tive knowledge on OCM. Compared to extant prescriptive works, our de-
cision model takes a holistic perspective and is the first to combine non-
sequential CJs modelled as first-order Markov chains with decision-mak-
ing in line with the principles of VBM. Nevertheless, it difficult to infer
general recommendations for the selection of OCSs based on the decision
model per se due to the high number of input parameters. Such recom-
mendations require a substantial amount of real-world case studies and
computational experiments. However, organizations can still benefit
from insights based on our decisionmodel when deciding about different
OCSwithout determining all input parameters and applying themodel di-
rectly. For example, changing one's OCS is not an either-or decision about
opening or closing one or more channels. Rather, it implies a conscious
deliberation of how customers will behave in case of adjustments. In
some cases, closing a single state or opening a channel for specific PDP
steps only is more reasonable than closing or opening a channel for the
entire PDP. The real-world semantics of the components F1 to F4 provide
further guidance for omni-channel decision-making. If an organization
bears these semantics in mind, it can account for how the diverse effects
of omni-channel decision-making and related dependencies. For exam-
ple, if a channel or state is closed, an organization must propose an alter-
native with similar characteristics to redirect CJs and avoid churn.
Generally, organizations must be aware of their channel offering, the
steps of the PDP, and consistently take a customer as well as an invest-
ment perspective. The decision model builds on relevant theoretical con-
cepts from the literature and is able to handle manifold situations that
occur in real-world settings. Thus, it can be applied in multiple organiza-
tional contexts.

5.2. Limitations and future research

Our decision model is beset with limitations that stimulate future
research. Below, we present these limitations and related directions
for future research, structured into model- and application-specific
limitations.

As formodel-specific limitations, the decisionmodelmakes some sim-
plifying assumptions. First, we assume that most input parameters are
constant and deterministic throughout the planning horizon. In real-
world settings, however, cash flows and customer behavior are uncertain.
As stochastic parameters require information about probability distribu-
tions, we deliberately restricted our decision model to deterministic pa-
rameters to keep its complexity and the amount of input data
manageable. Second, we modelled CJs using first-order Markov chains,
acting on the assumption that future customer behavior only depends
on a customer's current channel andPDP step combination. Although cus-
tomers are known to traverse PDPs based on spontaneous decisions, sec-
ond-order Markov chains would slightly increase the real-world fidelity
of our decision model by covering experiences made in previous steps.
From a mathematical modelling perspective, the decision model can be
extended easily, but its applicability would suffer greatly due to the in-
creased data collection effort. Third, the switching matrix used in the de-
cision model only covers switching rates from one channel to another.
Based on the restriction matrix, the decision model also covers the mod-
erating effect of the involved PDP as customers tend to keep their original
direction through the PDP. Nevertheless, switching probabilities may dif-
fer per PDP step as well as for product or service offerings such that a
more fine-grained conceptualization of the switching matrix would in-
crease the real-world fidelity of our decision model. We accepted these
limitations to keep the decision model applicable, focusing on those pa-
rameters with the highest effects as highlighted in the literature. Never-
theless, future research should challenge which assumptions can be
purposefully relaxed. Thereby, one must keep in mind that the decision
model aims to purposefully abstract from the real world, not to capture
all its complexity. It is imperative to deliberate carefully whether an in-
crease in real-world fidelity gained by relaxing assumptions outvalues
corresponding increases in model complexity and data collection effort.

When applying the decisionmodel to the case of a German bank, we
determined the most appropriate OCS for a single offering, namely the
construction financing service. In general, organizations have several
product or service offerings, which differ in terms of their monetary ef-
fects and CJs. As channels can be used for all product and service offer-
ings of an organization once they have been established, it is
important to consider all offerings to ensure an integrated perspective
on an organization's omni-channel environment. However, analyzing
CJs for one offering is already very complex. For this reason, our applica-
tion focused on one service offering to validate how the decision model
behaves in a real-world setting. Nevertheless, the decisionmodel can be
easily extended to account for several product or service offerings, e.g.
by adding PDP steps. The main difficulty of applying our decision
model is the estimation of required input parameters such as conver-
sion or switching rates. However, with the conception and implementa-
tion of a novel OCS being a rather seldom and irreversible decision
associated with long-term effects and huge investments, we are con-
vinced that organizations should make the effort to determine all
input parameters, apply the decision model accordingly, and calculate
scenarios to mitigate potential estimation inaccuracies. We are con-
vinced that this effort is justified given the enormous consequences of
omni-channel decisions. In addition, in the digital age, data about chan-
nel preferences and CJs can be collected more easily as ever more data
will become available in organizations. Although our real-world appli-
cation demonstrated that data can be collected with reasonable effort,
we recommend conducting additional case studies in different contexts
to get a better understanding of realistic value ranges and to establish a
knowledge base. Additional case studies and computational experi-
ments will also lead to generalizable insights into the mechanics of
omni-channel decision-making. Finally, when applying our decision
model, we implemented a software prototype, which is fit for research
purposes, but not user-friendly enough to be applied inmanifold indus-
try-scale settings. When conducting multiple case studies, the proto-
type should be enhanced by means of more sophisticated analysis
functionality and a convenient user interface.

This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agen-
cies in the public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.
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Appendix A. Appendix
Conversion rates serve as an additional input data for the real-world case. In our case, the conversion ratematrix is a 63 × 63matrix. In Table A.1, we
only display conversation rates that differ from 0.
Table A.1

Conversion rates of the real-world case.
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 c0p0
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c0: Auxiliary channel, c1: Online channel, c2: Agency, c3: Brochures, c4: Online for standards, c5: Telephone, c6: Video. p0: Indefinite, p1: Need/Interest, p2: First contact, p3: Schedule of
appointment, p4: Information, p5: Consulting, p6: Negotiation, p7: Conclusion of contract, p8: Termination point.
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